PROGRAM  CIVVIH - ANNUAL MEETING
NARNI – 21/24 JUNE 2009

Sunday 21 June
Participants’ arrival / hotel accommodation / evening city tour and free dinner.

Monday 22 June
9.00 Participants registration (City Museum)
10.00 Scientific Symposium on Small Towns and Villages- 1° session
   Introduction to Small Towns and Villages
   Signore SILIPO, Actions carried in Narni
   Paolo MOTTA, Tools and results of Sustainable Development Actions in over 60 cities
11.00 -11.30 Coffee Break
   Short papers by CIVVIH members about small towns and villages
   Olga O. SEVAN, Theoretical Principles and Indicators of Studies of Historical Settlements and Landscapes in Russia
   Giedre MIKNEVICIEN, Small Towns and Villages in Lithuania Today
   Nur AKIN, Problèmes de sauvegarde des villages du sud-est de l’Anatolie
   Samir ABDULAC, Villages et projets de territoire dans le Perche

13.00 Lunch break
14.30 Scientific Symposium on Small Towns and Villages- 2° session
   Short papers by CIVVIH members about small towns and villages
   Sofia AVGERINOU, Préservation de villes et villages dans la mer Egée, le cas de Skiathos
   François GONDRAIN, Saint-Emilion et Montpazier : deux exemples de documents d'urbanisme couplant village historique et paysage culturel
   Sang He LEE, Two Small Villages of Korea: Haoe and Yangdong
   Yuichi FUKUKAWA, Nagahama a small Historic Town Regenerated by a Community based developer
16.00 -16.30 Coffee Break
   Review of the situation of Small Towns and Villages in each country represented at the Symposium and Discussion of the ICOMOS Bruges Resolution (1975) on the Conservation of Smaller Historic Towns
18.30 CIVVIH Business meeting.
20.30 Social dinner (hosted by the Municipality) with medieval traditional folklore.
Tuesday 23 June
9.00 Participants registration (City Museum)
  9.30 Scientific Symposium on Risk Preparedness - 1° session
    Reports and presentations by members and local experts
    TORTOIOLI, STEFANO Torchi and Morizio de STEFANO, An introduction to the Concepts and Practice of Risk Preparedness in Central Italy
  10.30 -11.30 Coffee Break
    Reports and presentations by members and local experts
    Christopher POUND, Risk Assessment and Change; Milos DRDACKY, Natural Hazard Impacts on Protected Heritage Zones; Teresa COLLETTA, Seismic Risk Management in Historic Centres and Criteria for an Authentic Reconstruction - Southern Italy from Irpinia to Abruzzo; Vladimir R KROGIUS, The Problems of Risk Preparedness in Small Historic Towns of the Russian Federation and other CIS Countries.
  12.00 Scientific Symposium on Risk Preparedness-2° session
    Ian HOCKING, Risk Preparedness: Fremantle - A Case Study; Giedre MIKNEVICIENE, Title to be confirmed; 60 minutes for preparation of a CIVVIH position on Risk Preparedness.
  13.00 Lunch break

14.00 CIVVIH Business meeting

15.30 Review of Washington Charter

17.00 Session continues “on place” at Massa Martana (small nearby town) visiting interventions on patrimony after the 1996 earthquake
  20.30 Evening dinner in Narni (hosted by the municipality).

Wednesday 24 June
9.00 Departure by bus- tour to Assisi (cost about 20 € x participant)
  11.00 Visit guided by the Assisi Mayor (engineer himself) and local experts to the seismic interventions on heritage patrimony;
  13.30 Lunch break and individual city tour
  18.00 return by bus to Narni and free dinner.
Thursday 25 June
Participants departure
   (If necessary 9.00 -11.00 CIVVIH business meeting follow-up –City Museum)
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